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Abstract6
The spatial distribution of soil properties often displays complex and multiscale pat-7
terns of variation. It results from multiple soil processes acting simultaneously but at8
different scales. Hence, characterizing the influence of a given controlling factor on the9
soil property is made more difficult by the variation due to other controlling factors. In10
this context, separating the variation of the soil properties by spatial scales could allow11
disentangling the combined effect of controlling factors and would provide a qualita-12
tive and quantitative characterization of controlling factors separately. In this paper,13
geostatistical tools have been used to separate the scales of variation of two soil prop-14
erties (i.e. SOC and texture) coming from a legacy dataset in the Belgian Loess Belt.15
Scale components were predicted separately and the relationships between soil prop-16
erties were analyzed at different scales. Results illustrated that the contents of a given17
soil property in different depth layers were typically more correlated when only the18
long range components were compared. Similarly, the link between SOC and texture19
components was also clearer for the long range components. This means that soil pro-20
cesses acting at local or landscape scale influence soil properties differently according21
to their nature or to the depth considered. Eliminating the variation at this scale allows22
to better characterize the relationships between depth layers and soil properties. The23
study gives insights for further spatial mapping of SOC by focusing on more appro-24
priate variables at specific spatial scales. Furthermore, we raise the interest of spatial25
filtering for detecting inconsistencies inside composite datasets.26
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1. Introduction27
The spatial patterns of soil properties are scale dependent as different processes28
dominate at different scales (Heuvelink, 1998). This is well illustrated by the spatial29
variation of Soil Organic Carbon (SOC). At continental or global scale, the variation30
is high and largely follows the variation of latitude because of climatic control (Mi-31
nasny et al., 2013). Geologic and pedologic properties play also a major role. In32
a global inventory, Batjes (1996) showed large differences of SOC content between33
FAO-UNESCO soil unit. In contrast, at the field or landscape scale, dominant pro-34
cesses are different and often of very diverse natures (Viaud et al., 2010). At a distance35
of a few meters, SOC variation is very large and can reach the same order of magnitude36
as the variation over a whole region (Goidts et al., 2009).37
Soil models are generally developed to explain and to predict soil properties at a38
specific scale, so their transferability to other scales may not be guaranteed. The link39
between soil/environmental properties is typically scale-dependent. For example, the40
measured correlation between soil properties depends on the extent of the sampled area41
(Corstanje et al., 2007). Vasques et al. (2012) showed that both the spatial extent and42
the resolution of the input data had a substantial effect on the calibration parameters of43
a SOC predictive model. Therefore, using a model calibrated at a given extent (resp.44
resolution) to predict SOC at another extent (resp. resolution) generally dramatically45
decreased its performances and questioned its validity in this new context. Besides the46
fundamental influence of the spatial extent and resolution on the relative importance of47
controlling factors, the scale dependence of models may also be explained by the fact48
that rescaling also often modifies support and availability of model input data, and thus49
the quality and the potential of these data to represent specific processes (Heuvelink,50
1998).51
In the perspective of disentangling complex and interlaced soil processes, method-52
ologies separating scales of variability could help to highlight individual processes con-53
trolling soil properties. The variation coming from secondary controlling factors could54
be filtered, and the relationship between the soil property and the main controlling fac-55
tor would thus appear more clearly. For example, Biswas et al. (2013) separated soil56
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water storage data along a transect in various scale components and showed, among57
others, that short range components were positively correlated to relative elevation,58
while it was not the case for the original data. Wieland et al. (2011) applied different59
methods to filter a digital elevation model and found that the correlation between topog-60
raphy and depth of carbonates was optimal when only components with a wavelength61
between 60 m and 380 m were considered.62
Different techniques of spatial decomposition may be applied and the choice of the63
method may be influenced by (1) the density, location (e.g.: scattered vs. grid data) and64
support (e.g.: point for field sampling vs. pixel for remote imagery) of the variable of65
interest and auxiliary data, and (2) the objective of the study (e.g. to understand a par-66
ticular process, or to maximize the spatial prediction accuracy). Increase of pixel size67
by aggregation or interpolation from scattered points to a regular grid are typical cases68
where small scale information is implicitly filtered out. Other methods decompose ex-69
plicitly the mathematical space of the soil properties into a set of basis functions. These70
may be wavelets in the case of Multi Resolution Analysis (MRA, Mallat (2009)), or71
sinusoidal functions in the case of Fourier analysis (Butz, 2006). The empirical mode72
decomposition framework (Biswas and Si, 2011) also proposes to decompose the spa-73
tial variation in a set of mode function directly extracted from the data without any74
preliminary assumption.75
In this study, we propose to spatially decompose soil properties using kriging fil-76
tering, also known as kriging analysis. This method was first described by Math-77
eron (1982) as a component of a bigger methodology called factorial kriging analysis78
(FKA). Our objective is to test the hypothesis that filtering allows a better qualitative79
and quantitative description of relationships between soil properties. In some cases this80
could lead to a better understanding of the underlying processes.81
2. Material and methods82
2.1. Study area83
To confirm our hypothesis, an analysis was carried out in the cropland of the Bel-84
gian Loess Belt in central Belgium (Figure 1). The Belgian Loess Belt is an area of85
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Figure 1: The 2506 profiles of the dataset AW situated in the cropland of the Belgian Loess Belt were used
in the study.
Table 1: Variables used in the analysis. Each variables was available for three soil layers, 0-30, 30-60 and
60-90 cm. Fine represents what is usually called the fine textural fraction.
Variable Description Unit
SOC Soil organic carbon g C kg−1
Sand 50 - 2000 µm texture fraction g (100 g)−1
Silt 2 - 50 µm texture fraction g (100 g)−1
Clay 0 - 2 µm texture fraction g (100 g)−1
Fine 0 - 20 µm texture fraction g (100 g)−1
4
Table 2: Main statistics of the variables used in the analysis, by soil layer. See Table 1 for description of the
variables. Units of the statistics are the units mentioned in Table 1 for the corresponding variables, except
for skewness which is dimensionless. Indices in the name of the soil properties represent the depth interval
of the soil layer in centimeters.
Min Mean Median Max Std deviation Skewness
SOC0−30 1.59 11.50 10.96 31.50 3.47 0.83
SOC30−60 -0.97 3.44 3.04 13.95 2.05 1.38
SOC60−90 -1.74 2.04 1.62 11.64 1.62 1.41
Fine0−30 4.63 31.36 32.19 60.00 10.25 -0.20
Fine30−60 -0.84 35.60 37.02 79.59 12.45 -0.29
Fine60−90 0.47 36.44 38.43 90.24 14.07 -0.41
Sand0−30 1.00 21.14 10.61 83.61 20.93 1.23
Sand30−60 -1.21 19.63 7.92 99.22 22.97 1.39
Sand60−90 -2.17 21.88 7.24 95.97 27.05 1.33
Silt0−30 6.45 66.94 75.12 96.62 18.98 -1.15
Silt30−60 1.09 64.41 72.68 94.57 20.23 -1.26
Silt60−90 -1.64 60.86 72.07 93.40 24.33 -1.14
Clay0−30 0.73 12.04 11.53 29.62 4.45 0.35
Clay30−60 -0.34 15.98 15.88 49.43 6.49 0.27
Clay60−90 -0.48 17.31 17.78 60.57 7.34 0.56
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9921 km2 of which 43% is occupied by cropland under intensive cultivation. It is86
characterized by a rolling topography with plateaus, slopes and some incised rivers87
with generally well drained, dry valley bottoms. The climate is temperate oceanic with88
mild winters and cool summers. The geological substrate is a several-metres thick89
Pleistocene aeolian deposit of calcareous loess overlying tertiary sands, and in which90
Luvisols have developed. Forests, grassland and urban areas are typically located in91
the floodplains.92
2.2. Dataset93
Because of its large density of profiles for a regional dataset (2506 profiles across94
the whole study area, i.e. 1 profile every 4 square kilometers), we used the so-called95
legacy dataset “Aardewerk”. Profiles were originally sampled by horizon between 194996
and 1964 and the dataset was digitized in 1988 (Van Orshoven et al., 1988). SOC97
was analysed using the Walkley & Black dichromate oxidation method. Texture frac-98
tions were determined after removal of organic matter and calcium carbonates (Van Or-99
shoven and Vandenbroucke, 1993).100
Since profiles were sampled by horizon, a method involving equal area quadratic101
splines was used to estimate the content of SOC and texture fractions for three distinct102
soil layers (0-30 cm, 30-60 cm, 60-90 cm) (Stevens et al., 2014). As soil material103
consists of aeolian loess deposits, spatial variations of soil properties are smooth and104
sharp transitions between different pedological regions are not expected, except at the105
lower limit of the plough layer. Therefore, the use of a method involving splines that106
smooths the profile but honors the mean values measured over each horizon is expected107
to yield more realistic contents of the soil properties in the three selected soil layers.108
The dataset that was obtained after calculation of the values of soil properties in the109
three soil layers will be referred hereafter as AW. These values will also be denoted as110
the “raw values” in the remaining part of the paper, in contrast to the filtered values.111
A summary of available soil properties is shown in Table 1, and their main statistics112
are given in Table 2. The minimum of some variables is negative because of the spline113
method which has to respect both constraints on smoothness and on mean value over114
intervals. Although these values make no physical meaning, it was decided to keep115
6
them because it does not interfere with the spatial filtering and concerns a rather limited116
number of points. Histograms (not shown for the sake of brevity) suggest that the117
distribution of SOC, Fine and Clay at all soil layers does not depart much from a118
normal distribution. In contrast, the distribution of Sand and Silt looks rather bimodal.119
A second dataset was also used specifically for correcting a presumed bias in AW120
(see Section 2.7). It consists in a recent resampling of 139 AW profiles inside our121
study area and will be referred to as R AW, for “Resampling Aardewerk” (Doetterl122
et al., 2013). Because of technical constraints, the location of AW profiles may differ123
from the location of their corresponding resampled profiles in R AW by a distance circa124
100 m (Stevens et al., 2014). We aggregated the 3 cm - spaced SOC measurements by125
the same 30 cm soil layers, as done for AW. The position of the profiles can be seen on126
Figure 6(b).127
2.3. Overview of scale decomposition128
The main idea of filtered kriging is to decompose the spatial variation of soil prop-129
erties in multiple scales, and predict scale components separately. For this purpose,130
soil properties were modeled as the sum of a trend (here a constant spatial mean) plus131
a finite number of orthogonal spatial random fields with a mean of 0. The method was132
first described by Matheron (1982) and Galli et al. (1984) where it was combined with133
principal component analysis (PCA) and linear model of coregionalization (LMC) in-134
side the methodology FKA (Goovaerts, 1992). Filtered kriging was used as is by Wen135
and Sinding-Larsen (1997) and Oliver et al. (2000) for filtering noise in images. It was136
also used inside the FKA methodology to explain the spatial distribution of soil water137
or chemical properties (Goovaerts et al., 1993; Goovaerts and Webster, 1994; Bouren-138
nane et al., 2012). Filtered kriging assumes stationary spatial variation, when this is139
not necessary with other methods like MRA. On the other hand, filtered kriging allows140
more flexibility in the choice of the scales of variations. Appendix A and Appendix B141
propose a more thorough description of filtered kriging.142
2.4. Selection of the scales143
From the shape of the empirical semi-variograms of our soil properties, we decided144
to select four scales to model the spatial variability. The semi-variogram model of soil145
7
Table 3: Features of the scale components. Ranges in bracket represent reanges obtained with SOC after
correction of a bias in the data, as explained is Section 2.7
Name Range (km) Associated spatial unit Associated processes
Nugget 0 <10 m Errors, intrinsic local variability
Short range 0.84 (0.72) Field Management, landscape features
Mid-range 6.1 (5.5) Valley, watershed Wetness, water erosion
Long range 28 Agricultural regions Texture and climate
0 200 400 600 800 1000
0
2000
4000
6000
8000
10000
12000
θSRθSR
C
Maximum width of fields
Figure 2: Histogram of the maximum length of the fields of the study area. θS R and θCS R represent the
fitted short range before and after correction of the data. Values suggest that intra-field variability is largely
included in the short range component of variation.
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properties was thus decomposed into four components, namely a nugget component146
and three spherical models, i.e.147
γ(||h||)(σ, θ) = Nug(||h||;σ0) + S ph(||h||;σS R, θS R)
+ S ph(||h||;σMR, θMR)
+ S ph(||h||;σLR, θLR)
where SR, MR and LR stand for short, mid and long range, σ = [σNug, σS R, σMR, σLR]148
is the part of the variance explained by each submodel and θ = [θS R, θMR, θLR] is the149
vector of corresponding range parameters.150
The spherical model was selected because, among widely used models (Gaussian,151
exponential, spherical), it is the only one that strictly reaches a plateau for a given dis-152
tance (i.e. the range θ). In contrast, the exponential and Gaussian models are asymp-153
totically reaching the variance and the range θ is defined for purely descriptive reasons154
(i.e it corresponds to the distance at which 95 % of the variance is reached). Therefore,155
spherical model is the methodological choice that allows the least ambiguous fit of the156
σi’s, having in mind the idea of scale decomposition.157
The selected ranges were expected to be partly related to environmental processes,158
and thus to be of the same order of magnitude as the spatial features associated to159
these processes (see Table 3 for a summary). The nugget component represents in160
theory the point scale variability. In practice, it represents the variation at a distance too161
small to be estimated from the empirical semi-variogram, since there are not enough162
pairs of points so closely located for allowing reliable estimations. In our case, this163
distance is about 50 - 100 meters and the nugget component thus represents the fine164
scale variability. Additionally, the nugget component also incorporates the error of165
analysis and the effect of the lack of precision in the coordinates of AW profiles (see166
Stevens et al. (2014)). The SR component is expected to represent the variation due167
to processes at the field and at landscape scales. These are, for example, erosion and168
deposition of sediments, the effect of non agricultural features (hedges, banks, . . . ) or169
the effect of differences of agricultural practices between adjacent fields. The short170
range is typically of the size of the largest fields of the study area, as represented in171
Fig. 2. The mid-range component is an intermediate level representing the variability172
9
inside watersheds, which we expect to be related to difference in wetness and intensity173
of water erosion. The mid-range is roughly of the same order of magnitude as the174
width of the valleys. Finally, the long range component represents difference between175
subregions due to slowly varying processes, like the smooth textural differences in the176
original deposits of loess, or hydrologic/climatic differences due to large topographic177
features.178
2.5. Fitting of the ranges179
In practice, the values of short and mid-range were selected by optimizing the fit
of the variogram model to the empirical variogram of SOC for the three soil layers
simultaneously (this is important because we want to use the same ranges for all depth
layers). This procedure was done in a semi-automatic way in order to allow a visual
control of the result (i.e. check if the minimum is an absolute minimum), and to avoid
problems of convergence that would occur if θS R, θMR and the 4 σ values were esti-
mated together by a standard optimization algorithm. A grid of combinations of values
of θS R and θMR was thus built and, for each combination, the modified Levenberg-
Maquardt algorithm for minimization of the sum of square was used to automatically
fit the σ’s. Then, the quantity SST(θ) representing the departure of each model from
the empirical variograms of SOC for the three soil layers, was calculated as
SST(θ) =
SS0−30(θ)
σ20−30
+
SS30−60(θ)
σ230−60
+
SS60−90(θ)
σ260−90
where, for SOC in the ith soil layer, SSi stands for the sum of squares of the residuals180
and σ2i stands for the unbiased estimator of the variance. The use of the variance in the181
denominator aims at giving the same weight to each soil layers, since the values of the182
variograms of SOC (and thus the corresponding mean squares) are typically smaller for183
deeper soil layers. The long range component was set to 28 km because the empirical184
variograms of SOC became flat around this distance and showed statistical noise at185
larger distances, due to the decreasing number of pairs of points in the estimation.186
2.6. Spatial filtering187
Once the ranges were selected, the semi-variogram models were fitted by the least
square method using the modified Levenberg-Marquardt-Fletcher algorithm. As well,
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this being done for all soil properties. The distance intervals used to compute the
empirical variograms were selected so that the jth interval contains 50 + 200 × j pairs
of points separated by a distances included in this interval. This allowed us to obtain
a relatively higher resolution of the empirical variogram at some distance, compared
to equally sized intervals. A constraint was added in order to avoid negative sills for
the submodels. Even though we assumed the same ranges for all soil properties, all
the submodels associated with these ranges were not necessarily relevant in each case.
Therefore, a submodel was included in the variogram model of a soil property at a
given soil layer only if it resulted in a lower Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) for
the global fit. The AIC fro a soil property in a given soil layer is calculated according
to Burnham and Anderson (2002) with
AIC = n ln(SS/n) + 2k
where n is the number of distance classes in the empirical variogram, SS is the sum of188
squares of the residuals of the fit and k is the number of ranges included in the model.189
The relative part of the variance explained by each submodel was then interpreted ac-190
cording to the current knowledge of soil processes and to the specificity of the study191
area.192
In order to map the individual scale components, a regular grid of 1 km per cell193
was superimposed over the study area. Scale components of all soil properties were194
predicted both at the grid nodes and at the original sampling locations, along with their195
kriging standard deviation. The nugget component was only predicted at the original196
sampling location since outside these points, the nugget covariance is zero and the197
prediction would result in the (constant here) spatial mean. For each component, the198
kriging weights were estimated using only one submodel of the variogram at a time.199
Once the maps were produced, an interpretation was sought for the most remarkable200
spatial patterns that were observed.201
It is worth emphasizing that the spatial filtering aims not at giving the best predic-202
tion at each point. For this purpose, the kriging estimator, as the best linear unbiased203
predictor, would give better results. In this respect, the sum of the filtered components204
plus the constant mean is precisely equal to the measured values at the sampling points205
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and to the ordinary kriging estimator everywhere (see Appendix B). Instead, the aim206
of the filtering method here is to decompose the spatial variation in multiple compo-207
nents which represent the variation at specific scales. The kriging standard deviation208
of a scale component still represents the error that would be done if the true spatial209
variation was estimated with this scale component.210
Finally, soil variables were plotted against other soil variables for the raw values211
and separately for each spatial scale component too. Weighted Pearson correlation212
coefficient between any variable or scale component y and z was calculated with213
r =
∑
i wi(yi − w>y)(zi − w>z)
[(
∑
i wi(yi − w>y)2)(∑i wi(zi − w>z)2)]1/2
where w is a vector of normalized weights defined as wi = σ−2i /
∑
j σ
−2
j . When the214
correlation coefficient was clearer for a specific spatial component than for the original215
values, the implications of this result are discussed.216
In the maps and scatterplots of scales components (Figures 5, 7, 9, 11, 12), the217
constant mean was added to the scale component. Since scales components are cen-218
tered on zero, this centers the displayed scale components on the mean and increases219
its physical meaning. For simplicity, the sum of the scale component and the mean is220
referred abusively to the scale component itself in the caption and discussion of these221
figures.222
2.7. Correction of a suspected bias in SOC values223
Although this was not the initial objective of the study, first results indicated the
presence of a probable bias in the SOC observed for a group of profiles sampled by
a specific surveyor. Since no obvious explanation could be found, it was decided to
correct it in a pragmatic way in order to improve further analyses. The R AW dataset
was used because it contains resampled profiles that are in the region initially sampled
by this specific surveyor, along with resampled profiles that are not. Although six
decades separate the initial surveys and the resampling, the transformation relies on the
assumption that, on average, the SOC content of the profiles in the problematic region
and the SOC content of the profiles in the rest of the area have changed similarly during
12
this time. The correction factor was calculated as
f =
µ∗R AW/µ
∗
AW
µ!∗R AW/µ
!∗
AW
=
f ∗
f !∗
where µ∗R AW is the mean of the SOC content of the 61 R AW profiles corresponding to224
AW profiles sampled by the specific surveyor and µ∗AW is the mean of the SOC content225
of these AW profiles. µ!∗R AW and µ
!∗
AW are the equivalent for the 78 R AW corresponding226
to AW profiles originally sampled by any other surveyor. Figure 6(b) represents the227
location of the R AW profiles. Green triangles are the profiles used in µ∗R AW and blue228
circles are the profiles used in µ!∗R AW . In this definition, the SOC content of the profile is229
calculated as the sum of the SOC of the three soil layers. Therefore, the same correction230
factor was used for the three soil layers. f ∗ is thus an estimate of the evolution of231
SOC between ≈ 1955 and ≈ 2012 for profiles sampled by the specific surveyor and232
f !∗ an estimate of that evolution for the other profiles. If these values were largely233
different, and no explanation could be found to explain these different behaviors, this234
would add some credibility to the hypothesis that some profiles in AW were originally235
biased. Finally, the procedure of range selection, semi-variogram fitting and filtered236
kriging were performed again for corrected SOC and the impacts of the correction on237
the results were assessed.238
3. Results and discussion239
3.1. Selection of the ranges240
The normalized residual sum of squares for the fit of variogram models of SOC for241
the three soil layers was computed for all the combinations of θS R and θMR. θS R was242
tested by intervals of 20 m between 200 m and 2 km and θMR by intervals of 100 m243
between 1 km and 10 km. Figure 3(a) shows clearly the presence of a unique and thus244
absolute minimum inside the domain of variation, at the values of θS R = 840 m and245
θMR = 6.1 km. The uniqueness of the minimum indicates that the ranges representing246
the variability of SOC are coherent at the three soil layers.247
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Table 4: Relative part of the variance attributed to each spatial component. Soil properties are given by depth
layer when applicable. Total for each row is 100 %. The values in parentheses represent the relative part of
the variances of SOC before the bias related to the surveyor was corrected. Blank cell occur if the submodel
was removed from the model before the fit, for the corresponding scale.
Nug SR MR LR
SOC0−30 .31(.40) .40(.34) .06(.12) .24(.14)
SOC30−60 .54(.58) .28(.27) .04(.09) .15(.06)
SOC60−90 .41(.40) .31(.34) .15(.26) .13
Fine0−30 .38 .09 .53
Fine30−60 .58 .42
Fine60−90 .54 .09 .37
Sand0−30 .14 .18 .14 .54
Sand30−60 .42 .16 .43
Sand60−90 .48 .10 .43
Silt0−30 .15 .18 .15 .52
Silt30−60 .43 .15 .41
Silt60−90 .49 .06 .45
Clay0−30 .54 .11 .34
Clay30−60 .72 .03 .25
Clay60−90 .57 .07 .12 .23
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Figure 3: Normalized residual sum of squares of variogram models of SOC in function of θMR and θS R
representing the manual range optimization procedure for (a) SOC before correction and (b) SOC after
correction. The same ranges were used and fitted for the three soil layers together, while θLR was fixed. In
both cases, the contourmap shows a clear and unique minimum. The difference of optimal θS R and θMR
between the two cases is small.
3.2. Soil organic carbon248
In the following sections are presented the semi-variograms of SOC and the maps249
for the long range component after the spatial filtering. These maps allowed us to250
identify the presence of a probable bias in AW SOC data. The results of the correction251
of the bias, as explained in Section 2.7, are given. Then, the maps and semi-variograms252
for the corrected SOC values are displayed.253
3.2.1. Results before correction254
For the three soil layers, the model shows a proper fit of the empirical variogram255
over the entire domain (Figure 4). The nugget and short range components together256
represent the main part of the variation (Table 4). The long range component is mostly257
present in the top layer, with up to 24 % of explained variance, while the mid-range258
component is mostly present in the 60-90 cm layer, explaining up to 15 % of the to-259
tal variance. These specific results are not discussed here because we assume they260
are partly caused by a bias in the data. The variograms of SOC after correction are261
discussed instead in Section 3.2.3.262
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Figure 4: Semi-variogram and fitted model of SOC before correction (left column) and after correction (right
column), for the three depth layers. Filled areas represent the partition of the variance between components.
Vertical dashed lines indicate the ranges of the various spherical submodels used in the variogram model.
Right-hand side of each graphic is a zoom over the left part of the distance axis.
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Figure 5: Spatial prediction (left) and associated standard deviation (right) for the long range component of
SOC for each depth layers.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6: (a) Positions of the AW profiles that were historically sampled by a given surveyor (red triangles)
among other profiles (black dots). The area where the profiles of the first category are located coincides
with an area where the long range component of SOC displays particularly high values (see Figure 5). This
suggests the presence of a bias related to that surveyor. (b) Region corresponding to the blue rectangle in
(a) with the positions of the 139 R AW profiles which were used to calculate the correction factor. Green
triangles are resamplings of AW profiles that were originally sampled by the specific surveyor while blue
circles are resamplings of AW profiles that were originally sampled by any other surveyor.
the map of the long range component of SOC (and the associated variance of pre-263
diction) is displayed by Figure 5 for the three soil layers. The maps of the short range264
and mid-range components were not displayed because no useful interpretation of the265
spatial patterns could be done. These maps show juxtapositions of a large number of266
patches of lower or higher values with a width approximately equal to size of the range.267
No obvious spatial correlation with geographic features was observed. This may be due268
to the fact that a large part of the area is not cropland, in particular in the lower part of269
the valleys, and the fact that the density of samples is still limited (around 1 sample for270
4 km2). For a specific prediction of the spatial variations of SOC at the field or water-271
shed scale at high resolution, larger sampling densities are needed, so that the studies272
are generally limited to smaller study areas (Lacoste et al., 2014).273
The maps of the long range component show a large area of higher SOC content274
in the eastern part of the Belgian Loess Belt. The pattern is similar at the three depth275
layers, and may be described as a patch of about 20 km radius around the city of276
Tienen. In the deepest layer, the SOC content in the patch corresponds to twice the277
average SOC content outside the patch. Besides, the sampling density is particularly278
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Figure 7: Spatial prediction (left) and associated standard deviation (right) for the long range components of
SOC for each depth layer after correction for the bias related to a given surveyor. The long range component
was not computed for SOC60−90 because the long range submodel was omitted from the variogram model,
since it did not improve the modeling according to the value of AIC.
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large in this area, resulting in lower prediction variances. For all depth layers, this area279
of large values shows a large similitude with the area that was sampled by a specific280
surveyor (Figures 6(a)). This seems to indicate the presence of a bias in the data linked281
to the surveyor.282
3.2.2. Correction of the dubious profiles283
The suspected bias in SOC values related to the specific surveyor was corrected284
as described in Section 2.7. Values of 1.58 and 1.08 were found respectively for f ∗285
and f !∗, leading to a correction factor f = 1.41. This indicates that, if there was no286
bias in the legacy data, the SOC content in the area originally sampled by the specific287
surveyor would have undergone a decrease which is 7.25 (0.58/0.08) times larger than288
profiles in an adjacent area sampled by other surveyors, between years around 1955289
and 2012. This is not really expected since the evolution of landscape and agricultural290
practices is relatively homogeneous for the entire study area. Therefore, this reinforces291
the hypothesis that the profiles of the legacy dataset AW contain a bias associated with292
this surveyor. The SOC values of the 710 AW profiles related to this surveyor (red293
triangles in Figure 6(a)) were thus divided by the correction factor.294
We notice that the value of 1.41 is also close to the value of the the correction factor295
for incomplete oxidation of 1.33 that was historically used in the analyzes (Van Or-296
shoven and Vandenbroucke, 1993). This may suggest that the dubious profiles of AW297
were erroneously multiplied twice by this factor. However, since AW is legacy data, no298
material is available to check that possibility in a rigorous way.299
Finally, it is worth pointing out that the SOC content of resampled profiles is very300
different from the content of their corresponding original profiles and no that correla-301
tion was found (results not shown). This may be caused by the combination of the large302
intrinsic variability of SOC at short range with the error in the location of the R AW303
resamplings. Besides, SOC content may have changed since AW measurements be-304
cause of local differences in agricultural management, artificial drainage or landscape305
features. Nevertheless, the correction procedure was based on the assumption that the306
SOC content of original and resampled profiles are related at least on average over the307
surface of the sub areas used for the correction.308
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3.2.3. Results after correction309
The ranges were fine-tuned, this time from the corrected data, using again the pro-310
cedure described in Section 2.5. The new ranges are close to the ranges that were311
obtained before correction, with θS R moving from 840 m to 720 m and θMR moving312
from 6.1 km to 5.5 km (Table 3). This relative stability shows that the correction does313
not contradicts the hypotheses about the scales of variability. Besides, the contourmap314
of SST for corrected SOC also displays a unique minimum (Figure 3(b)). Compared315
with the contourmap of SST before correction (Figure 3(a)), SST increases more rapidly316
when θMR moves away from its optimal value. We can interpret this as a confirmation317
of the legitimacy for the presence of the mid-range component.318
The relative parts of the variance of the semi-variogram models for corrected SOC319
values are indicated in Table 4, and variograms are displayed in Figure 4. Compared to320
SOC, a decrease of the relative variance for the long range component was observed,321
from 24 % to 14 % in the 0-30 cm layer and from 15 % to 6 % in the 30-60 cm layer.322
The long range component is no more included in the variogram model for the 60-90323
cm layer. These changes suggest that the apparent long range component of SOC was324
partly due to the bias related to the surveyor.325
In contrast, the relative variance of the nugget and the short range component to-326
gether increased for the 0-30 cm and 30-60 cm layers. These two components together327
represent between 74 % (0-30 and 60-90 cm) and 85 % (30-60 cm) of the total vari-328
ance. This shows the importance of processes that influence SOC at a spatial scale of329
around 500 m or less. These may be various processes like erosion and deposition of330
sediments, effect of past land use, land consolidation and drainage, influence of land-331
scape elements like hedgerows, grass stripes, mounds and ditches, differences in the332
use of amendments between adjacent fields, etc.333
The mid-range submodel has a small relative importance except in the 60-90 cm334
layer when it accounts for 26 % of the variance. Since this range corresponds roughly335
to the order of magnitude of the width of the valleys, a possible explanation is the fact336
that in some slopes or valleys a substrate of Tertiary sands was frequently incorporated337
in this soil layer and, since it was not sampled, we considered that the sandy substrate338
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contained no SOC.339
Maps of the long range component of corrected SOC for the 0-30 cm and 30-60340
cm layers are given by Figure 7. The patch with larger and dubious values of Figure341
5 is no more visible in the top layer nd is much less clear in the mid-layer than before342
the correction. Instead, we observe larger values along the southern border of the study343
area, where the texture is finer (see Figure 9).344
3.3. Texture fractions345
In order to investigate the factors controlling the SOC spatial distribution at differ-346
ent scales, the semi-variograms and spatial predictions of textural fractions were also347
computed. For the sake of brevity, only the semi-variograms of Fine are displayed348
(Figure 8). The experimental semi-variograms of all texture fractions do not seem to349
reach a plateau at distance larger than the largest range θLR(i.e. 28 km). We attribute350
this to the non-stationarity of the random field representing texture fractions, since the351
mechanisms of deposition of the aeolian loess originally caused a gradient in the soil352
texture across the Loess Belt. To address this issue, we assume local stationarity : since353
the models were only fitted on the distance classes inferior to θLR, they were only con-354
sidered valid within this interval, and only points within a neighborhood of radius θLR355
around the point of prediction were used for kriging.356
The semi-variogram models of the four texture fractions that were spatially decom-357
posed display many similarities (Table 4). The nugget and the long range submodel358
together explain at least 67 % of the variance. The short range submodel is absent in359
two out of three cases and is limited to 18 % when it is present. The relative variance360
of the long range submodel is large and superior to 37 % in all cases, except for the361
clay content where the nugget submodel largely prevails. The mid-range component is362
always small and is absent for Fine30−60 The large variation at long range illustrates the363
fact that the textural variation in our area is very gradual over space, with progressively364
sandier textures in the north and the west parts (see Figures 8). Besides, except for the365
fine fraction, the nugget submodel dominates as we go deeper. This tends to show that366
the soil texture in deeper layers depends less on the original composition of the loess367
deposit than on processes acting at local or landscape scales. These processes are,368
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Figure 8: Semi-variogram and fitted model of Fine for the three depth layers. Filled areas represent the par-
tition of the variance between components. Vertical dashed lines indicate the ranges of the various spherical
submodels used in the variogram model. Right-hand side of each graphic is a zoom over the left part of the
distance axis.
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Figure 9: Spatial prediction (left) and associated standard deviation (right) for the long range components of
Fine at the three depth layers.
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for example, burial of sediments or the incorporation of substrate in deeper layer after369
the truncation of the soil profile by erosion, with preferential erosion of some texture370
fractions.371
The maps of the long range component of the topsoil texture fractions show a domi-372
nance of sand in the north west direction (up to 60 %) along with a clay content of about373
10 %, except for a stripe of larger values (up to 20 %) in the south that runs parallel374
to the Mosel and Sambre rivers (not shown). Silt content is typically above 30 % with375
large areas reaching up to 75 % in the center and the south-east areas (not shown). For376
the long range component, the patterns for different depth layers are consistent (Figure377
9).378
3.4. Links between filtered soil properties379
As already mentioned in Section 1, the link between soil properties at different380
layers depends on the scale at which we look at. Here we compare the link between381
variables for raw values and for filtered components. In the first step, the values of a382
same soil property at different depth layers were compared. Then, in a second step, the383
values of different soil properties at the same depth layer were compared.384
3.4.1. Link between soil properties at different depths385
The correlation coefficient between the content of each soil properties at 0-30 cm386
and 60-90 cm is plotted for the raw values and for each available scale component387
separately (Figure 10(a)). Corresponding values are displayed in Table 5(a). The cor-388
relation is always the strongest when focusing on the long range component only. The389
correlation coefficient between topsoil and subsoil, for the long range components,390
ranges from 86 % (Clay) to 98 % (Sand and Silt). For the raw values, it ranges from 29391
% (corrected SOC) up to 91 % (Sand). Figure 11 shows a scatterplot of Fine60−90cm in392
function of Fine0−30cm, for (a) the raw values and (b) the long range component only.393
Results suggest that differences in the vertical distribution of soil properties between394
profiles are mainly due to processes acting at the slope or the landscape scale. In con-395
trast, soil processes acting at larger scale influence soil properties in a way that is more396
similar between soil layers.397
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Figure 10: Pearson correlation coefficients (a) between topsoil (0-30 cm) and subsoil (60-90 cm) content
of soil properties (including corrected SOC), (b) between SOC and Fine by layer and (c) between corrected
SOC and Fine by layer. Correlations are given for the raw values and component by component. SR, MD
and LR stand for short range, mid-range and long range component.
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Figure 11: Fine0−30 as a function of Fine60−90 (a) for raw data and (b) for the long range components only.
Red lines represent linear regressions. Correlations are stronger for the long range components.
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Table 5: Correlation coefficients by spatial scale between (a) the content at 0-30 cm and the content at 60-90
cm of a same soil property, between (b) the content of SOC and Fine at the same depth layer and between (c)
the content of corrected SOC and Fine at the same depth layer. SR, MR and LR stand for short range, mid-
range and long range component. Blank cells occur if the corresponding scale component was not filtered
for at least one of the two correlated variables.
(a)
All Nug SR MR LR
SOC .40 .18 .25 .50 .88
Corr. SOC .29 .17 .25 .43
Fine .80 .56 .74 .97
Sand .91 .74 .86 .98
Silt .90 .71 .84 .98
Clay .55 .40 .55 .86
(b)
All Nug SR MR LR
0-30 cm .30 .11 .01 .58
30-60 cm .10 -0.04 .36
60-90 cm .20 .08 .01 .45
(c)
All Nug SR MR LR
0-30 cm .27 .12 .05 .71
30-60 cm .07 -0.03 .40
60-90 cm .21 .10 .03
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Figure 12: Effect of the correction of the bias on the link between (a) SOC0−30 and Fine0−30 and (b) corrected
SOC0−30 and Fine0−30. Points in red represent corrected profiles. Red lines represent linear regressions.
3.4.2. Link between SOC and texture at the same depth.398
The strength of the link between soil organic carbon and the fine texture fractions399
is given for SOC values before correction (Figure 10(b)) and after correction (Figure400
10(c)). Corresponding values are displayed in Table 5(b) and 5(c). The correlation401
between the large scale components is always stronger than the correlation between402
raw values or other scale components, also if other texture fractions are used instead403
of Fine (not shown). The correction of SOC values increases the correlations between404
long range components, except in the 60-90 cm layer where corrected SOC has no405
long range component. Figures 12 illustrates the impact of the correction of the bias406
related to the surveyor with respect to the link between the long range component of407
SOC and Fine in the top layer. After the correction, the content of SOC in each point is408
generally lower. Besides, the points of the dubious area that were clearly grouped out409
off the trend line follow better the general trend after the correction (red points). Only410
a small part of these points show peculiarly low values after the correction, indicating411
that maybe not all the samples of the specific surveyor were concerned by the bias. This412
is possible since points from the same reviewers were sampled over different periods.413
Absolute values of correlation coefficient between corrected SOC and Fine or Sand414
are equal or superior to 0.4 for the long range component but close or inferior to 0.1415
for the other scale components. This seems to indicate that the link between SOC and416
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texture is stronger for the top layer and on a large scale. This can be interpreted in417
the context of the chemical stabilization of SOC through binding to fine particles (Six418
et al., 2002; Hassink, 1997), occurring as a background effect. However, at the slope,419
landscape or watershed scale, additional processes disturb this equilibrium and moves420
SOC content away from the value that could be expected from texture. These processes421
could be for example water and human induced erosion and deposition (Harden et al.,422
1999), differences in agricultural management or influence of non agricultural features423
(Lacoste et al., 2014).424
4. Discussion and conclusion425
The methodology proposed in this paper allowed us to decompose the intrinsic426
multiscale variability of soil properties with the aim of better identifying the effect of427
specific controlling factors.428
For all the decomposed variables, but especially for SOC, the contribution of the429
nugget submodel was substantial. This includes both the variation at a range inferior430
to the minimum sampling distance (that cannot be estimated from the empirical semi-431
variogram) and the effect of various possible errors, like the error due to the sampling432
by horizon and the error in the geolocations of the legacy dataset (with an order of433
magnitude of about 100 m (Stevens et al., 2014)). These drawbacks are unfortunately434
inherent to the legacy data. Current methods of profile sampling (Doetterl et al., 2013)435
and geolocation would have led to smaller errors. Furthermore, the use of a more ap-436
propriate sampling design (e.g. nested sampling, Oliver and Webster (1986)) could437
have given a better estimation of variance at very short distances. If the exact com-438
position of the nugget component is not exactly known, it appears anyway that for439
SOC the sum of the variance of the nugget and the short range (500 m) components440
is quite larger than the sum of the variance of the other components. This means that441
the variation of SOC is dominated by short range variations. On the contrary, texture442
is dominated by long range variations.443
The large variance at short range may affect the mapping of the SOC spatial dis-444
tribution at a given scale. Typically, estimations are point based. A SOC map could445
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for example be built by estimating SOC in the center of each pixel of a grid. For pixel446
sizes equal to or larger than the short range, the classic kriging estimate may not reli-447
ably represent the SOC of this pixel. In contrast, block kriging would be more reliable448
since it considers the covariance between measurements and all the surface of the pixel.449
Our filtering method is an alternative to block kriging in that case, as it allows filtering450
the high frequency variations. The long range component estimated in the center of the451
pixel provides a more reliable estimate of the SOC content of this pixel. In general, the452
spatial component selected should account for on the resolution at which the variable453
is aimed to be predicted.454
The choice of the resolution at which a soil variable is predicted depends on the455
planned applications but should also consider the type and quality of predictor data456
and the link between the predictors and the predicted variable. If the aim is to predict457
SOC at the very fine resolution of a few meters, as it is typically sought for in preci-458
sion agriculture (Ladoni et al., 2009), kriging will necessitate a very dense sampling459
to be efficient. Given the cost of terrain campaigns, alternative methods like remote460
imagery (Stevens et al., 2014) could be considered for fine resolution mapping of sur-461
face properties over large areas. In contrast, an application like the estimation of the462
subsoil SOC content from a map of surface SOC obtained by airborne spectral imagery463
(see Lagacherie et al. (2013) for corresponding application based on texture) does not464
require the spatial resolution of the image to be unquestioningly high. It should better465
match the long range component of surface SOC, which correlates better with deeper466
SOC.467
Besides its original goal, the filtering method proved to be a simple way to identify468
possible anomalies in the dataset. After the filtered method was applied and the long469
range component was selected, the correspondence between a well-delimited area of470
larger values and the area historically sampled by a specific surveyor was obvious. In471
contrast, if kriging had been applied without filtering, the bias in the SOC content due472
to the surveyor would have been hidden due to the large natural short range variation.473
Furthermore, even though the correction of the suspected error was not optimal, it474
substantially moved the link between the long range components of topsoil SOC and475
fine textural fraction towards a relationship that is more in agreement with what can be476
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expected from our knowledge of the process.477
Filtered kriging as a method to detect anomalies inside a dataset (or biases between478
multiple datasets) could be beneficial in solving current problems. In the frame of the479
development of the harmonized global soil database GlobalSoilMap (GSM, Arrouays480
et al. (2014)), the opportunity and suitability of incorporating legacy datasets is widely481
discussed (e.g. Legrain et al. (2014)). Besides, due to the differences of instruments,482
methods of analysis and procedures, systematic differences in the measured soil vari-483
ables may exist between different laboratories, institutions, regions or countries. Our484
method allows to highlight these differences through the selection of a specific spatial485
scale at which they appear more obviously. We suggest that additional cases should be486
studied to test the robustness of the method for this purpose, and further developments487
should be considered in the frame of the GSM project.488
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Appendix A. Multi-scale decomposition of soil variables580
The semi-variogram is a central tool of geostatistical analysis thanks to its ability to581
quantify the spatial variation of one or several spatially referenced variables (Oliver and582
Webster, 2014). The empirical semi-variogram is an estimation of the spatial variation583
of the variable(s) computed from a set of observations for given classes of distance. Let584
us say we have p observation of the spatial random function Z at locations x, namely585
z = [z(x1), . . . , z(xp)]. Using the method of moments, the semi-variogram γ(||h||) is586
estimated with587
γˆ(||h||) = 1
2n(||h||)
n(||h||)∑
j=1
[Z(x j) − Z(x j + ||h||)]2
where n(||h||) is the number of sampled location separated by an interval of distance588
centred on ||h||. Assuming further a second-order stationary processes, the covariance589
function is directly related to the semi-variogram with590
C(||h||) = C(0) − γ(||h||)
where C(0) is the variance of the spatial random field.591
The central idea of filtering is to separate the spatial variation in multiple orthogonal592
scale components. For this purpose, we make the assumption that the variation of a593
soil variable is the sum of a spatial-dependent trend along with independent stochastic594
processes acting at different spatial scales, with595
z(x) = µZ(x) + (x) = µZ(x) + 1(x) + . . . + m(x) (A.1)
where µZ(x) = E[Z(x)] is the expectation at location x. Accordingly, the semi-variogram596
model is a sum of n functions characterized by a set of range and sills, representing the597
part of the total variation for the corresponding spatial scale, as598
γ(||h||) = γ1(||h||) + . . . + γm(||h||)
or equivalently
C(||h||) = C1(||h||) + . . . + Cm(||h||)
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Appendix B. Spatial filtering of scale components599
Eq. A.1 decomposes Z in a spatial trend µZ(x) and a residue (x) that can itself600
be further decomposed in multiple scale components. Assuming a linear model, the601
spatial trend is defined as602
µZ(x) =
(
1 f1(x) · · · fk(x)
) 
β0
...
βk
 = f(x)β
where the f j(x), j = 1, . . . , k are linear or non-linear functionals of the spatial coor-603
dinates and β is a vector of parameters that can be estimated using generalized least604
squares regression with605
βˆi = (X>Σ−1X)−1X>Σ−1z
where X is a p × (k +1) matrix whose ith row is f(xi) and Σ is the matrix of covariance606
of Z = [Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xp)]. If we assume stationarity of Z, f simplifies to 1, and β607
simplifies to β0 = z¯. The residue of Eq. A.1 is predicted at location x0 directly or608
separately component by component with609
ˆ(x0) = λ>(z − Xβˆ) ; ˆi(x0) = λ>i (z − Xβˆ)
where λ and λi are vectors of simple kriging weights, σ is the vector of covariances610
between (x0) and [(x1), . . . , (xp)] and σi is the vector of covariances between i(x0)611
and [i(x1), . . . , i(xp)]. Kriging weights are thus given by612
λ> = (Σ−1σ)>(z − Xβˆ) ; λ>i = (Σ−1σi)>(z − Xβˆ)
Since we assume that the covariances depend only on distances, Σ, σ and σi are es-613
timated from the covariances functions (Eq. Appendix A). Besides, as the filtering is614
linear, σi sum up to σ and the scale components of the residue sum up to the residue615
according to616 ∑
i
ˆi(x0) = [Σ−1(
∑
i
σi)]>(z − Xβˆ) = (Σ−1σ)>(z − Xβˆ) = ˆ(x0)
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